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ABSTRACT

Enterprise risk management holds significant importance in fostering sustainable growth of businesses and in
serving as a critical element for regulatory bodies to uphold market order. Amidst the challenges posed by
intricate and unpredictable risk factors, knowledge graph technology is effectively driving risk management,
leveraging its ability to associate and infer knowledge from diverse sources. This review aims to comprehensively
summarize the construction techniques of enterprise risk knowledge graphs and their prominent applications
across various business scenarios. Firstly, employing bibliometric methods, the aim is to uncover the developmental
trends and current research hotspots within the domain of enterprise risk knowledge graphs. In the succeeding
section, systematically delineate the technical methods for knowledge extraction and fusion in the standardized
construction process of enterprise risk knowledge graphs. Objectively comparing and summarizing the strengths
and weaknesses of each method, we provide recommendations for addressing the existing challenges in the
construction process. Subsequently, categorizing the applied research of enterprise risk knowledge graphs based on
research hotspots and risk category standards, and furnishing a detailed exposition on the applicability of technical
routes and methods. Finally, the future research directions that still need to be explored in enterprise risk knowledge
graphs were discussed, and relevant improvement suggestions were proposed. Practitioners and researchers can
gain insights into the construction of technical theories and practical guidance of enterprise risk knowledge graphs
based on this foundation.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, influenced by the fluctuations in the global economic situation, many industries
have faced intensified competition and an unstable market environment, posing severe challenges to
the operation and development of enterprises at all levels in China. With various uncertain risk factors
emerging, enterprise managers and financial regulatory authorities must establish a sound enterprise
risk management mechanism to safeguard stable operation and sustainable development. Enterprise
risk management refers to the process in which enterprises use various scientific methods to investigate
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and identify sources of risks, evaluate and warn of unidentified risk sources, and handle risk events to
achieve operational objectives [1]. From the perspective of risk nature, enterprise risks have diversified
characteristics. Existing research commonly evaluates and measures enterprise risks from multiple
dimensions, such as strategic risks, financial risks, market risks, operational risks, and legal risks [2–
4], following the “Comprehensive Risk Management Guideline for Central Enterprises” issued by the
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council. The traditional
model of enterprise risk analysis primarily relies on large-scale data collection and indicator statistics to
analyze common characteristics of enterprise risks. The rapid development of information technology
has led to fragmented risk information spreading across various corners of the Internet. The traditional
“stacked type” data storage and management methods are unable to deeply explore the potential value
contained in risk information or establish logical relationships between enterprise risk knowledge.
As a result, the analysis and management of enterprise risks face the predicament of data barriers
and information silos. Furthermore, the current methods of enterprise risk assessment mainly rely on
economic indicators and risk trigger criteria set by experts in the field. This belongs to a risk analysis
model oriented towards numerical results, lacking the analysis and deduction of the propagation
context of risks. Consequently, it is challenging to promptly obtain accurate risk information and plan
optimal risk response decisions in the face of rapidly changing and complex risk environments. As a
branch of the new generation of artificial intelligence technologies, knowledge graphs [5], relying on
their excellent knowledge association and reasoning capabilities, can effectively integrate multi-source
heterogeneous data and help risk analysts capture enterprise risk signals from diversified information
sources such as business operation information, credit records, financial announcements, and public
sentiment news. Moreover, the topological and semantic associations inherent in knowledge graphs
enable risk analysts to focus on the risk propagation process rather than just numerical results. By
revealing the intersections of relationships such as supply, transactions, and cooperation between
enterprises, it provides clues for analyzing the risks’ sources and potential impacts, making enterprise
risk assessment and prediction interpretable.

Currently, many scholars have explored the application of knowledge graphs in the field of
enterprise risk management and have achieved significant progress in intelligent tasks such as dynamic
perception of enterprise risk, assessment of risk severity, and analysis of risk response decision-making.
However, there is a lack of systematic analysis and summarization of the research on knowledge
graphs in the field of enterprise risk management, and existing literature reviews on domain-specific
knowledge graphs in the financial or risk domains do not align well with the inherent risk scenarios in
enterprise risk management. This makes it difficult for researchers and practitioners to comprehend
how to select suitable technologies for constructing enterprise risk knowledge graphs, as well as how to
design knowledge graph-based risk reasoning methods for different risk requirement scenarios. Hence,
we start by conducting a statistical analysis of the development trends and critical directions in the field
of enterprise risk knowledge graphs using the CiteSpace tool. Later, this review highlights advanced
technologies at different stages of enterprise risk knowledge graph construction, elaborating on their
technical applicability and potential research directions. We then analyze cutting-edge application
scenarios from the perspective of application scenarios based on the hot directions of enterprise
risk knowledge graphs. Moreover, we delve into the opportunities and challenges within the field of
enterprise risk, providing constructive recommendations in the hope of assisting researchers in the
field.
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2 Concept and Application Architecture of Knowledge Graph in Enterprise Risk Domain

The concept of a knowledge graph was initially positioned as a new-generation search engine
that provides intelligent search services [6]. With continuous in-depth research on knowledge graphs,
the academic community generally agrees that knowledge graphs are essentially large-scale semantic
networks [7]. Triplets, which are stored as information in graph data structures, are the basic units
that constitute a knowledge graph [8]. As an extension and evolution of the knowledge graph,
the concept of Causal Graph was proposed at the China Computer Conference to describe the
evolution laws of events [9]. It is essentially a knowledge graph that stores causal logical relationships.
Enterprise risk knowledge graphs, relying on knowledge graphs, causal knowledge graphs, temporal
knowledge graphs, and other derived forms, have gradually become an emerging medium for serving
enterprise risk management. It is also an applied product that combines knowledge graph with the
field of enterprise risk. By encapsulating the concept of knowledge graphs in the relevant domain,
we define the enterprise risk knowledge graph as KGrisk(Vm, En, �, σ). Here, Vm represents a set of
nodes containing m risk entities, including enterprise entities, associated personnel entities, and risk
events, with enterprise entities being mandatory. En represents a set of n edges formed by associations
between any entities, En ⊆ Vm × Vm. Since the three types of entities can form relationships with
each other, relationships can also be established between entities of the same type. There are a total
of six types of relationships, including inter-enterprise associations, associations among associated
individuals, relationships between enterprises and closely related individuals, individuals and risk event
connections, enterprise and risk event associations, and causal relationships between risk events. � is
the set of node types, used to record the index mapping from each node to its node type. Similarly,
σ is the set of relationship types in the knowledge graph, used to record the index mapping from
each edge to its relationship type. We outline the design and application process of the enterprise risk
knowledge graph and define five stages, including risk requirement analysis, risk data processing, risk
graph construction, risk assessment forecasting, and risk control decision-making. The architecture
for graph planning and design, as well as risk application services based on knowledge graph, is
presented in Fig. 1. The architecture is divided into two stages.

3 Data Source and Statistical Analysis of Current Research Status

This section employs bibliometric analysis to reveal trends and key research directions in the
development of the field of enterprise risk knowledge graphs.

3.1 Data Source and Development Trends

In this study, the Web of Science Core Collection was chosen as the data source for literature
retrieval. The search was limited to journal articles, and the main concepts for the retrieval were
knowledge graphs and enterprise risk. A specific keyword search strategy was employed, and the
number of relevant pieces of literature is shown in Table 1. The retrieval was conducted until September
2023. The retrieved literature was carefully reviewed and assessed to determine its relevance, resulting
in 246 retained English-language articles for statistical analysis.

Based on the trends exhibited in the cumulative annual publication counts of English literature
as shown in Fig. 2, it is evident that there has been a consistent growth in the number of publications
related to the knowledge graph topic over the years. However, the research on integrating knowledge
graphs and the enterprise risk domain has gradually emerged in the past five years, showing a
significant increase in the number of publications. Statistical data indicates that the highest annual
publication count for relevant English literature reached more than 40 articles, highlighting the
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enthusiasm of experts and scholars in researching knowledge graphs in the field of enterprise risk and
the acknowledgment of knowledge graphs’ role in advancing research in enterprise risk management.

Figure 1: Design and application process of enterprise risk knowledge graph

Table 1: Keyword search strategy and results

Concept Query Number of documents

Knowledge graph ALL = knowledge graph 16,097
Enterprise risk ALL = ((enterprise risk OR

company risk OR firm risk) OR
((enterprise OR company) AND
(financial risk OR supply risk OR
competition risk OR reputation risk
OR credit risk OR fraud risk OR
shareholding risk)))

116,537

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Concept Query Number of documents

Knowledge graph AND enterprise
risk

ALL = (((enterprise risk OR
company risk OR firm risk) OR
((enterprise OR company) AND
(financial risk OR supply risk OR
competition risk OR reputation risk
OR credit risk OR fraud risk OR
shareholding risk))) AND
((knowledge graph) OR (graph
neural network) OR (graph neural
network) OR (ontology)))

246

Figure 2: Changes in the number of publications in related fields

3.2 Analysis of Research Status

3.2.1 Journal Distribution

During the bibliometric analysis stage, this study conducted statistical analysis on 246 English
papers after screening. Table 2 presents the top 10 journals in terms of publication volume in the field
of integrating knowledge graph and enterprise risk.

It can be observed that many studies related to knowledge graph in the field of enterprise risk have
been accepted and published by journals with higher Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) ranking.
The research on enterprise risk management using knowledge graphs as a medium has been extensively
conducted in the academic community and has gained wide recognition.
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Table 2: Top 10 journals for knowledge graph and enterprise risk integration articles

Journal Number of publications Impact factors CAS division

EXPERT SYSTEMS WITH
APPLICATIONS

9 8.5 1

INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF
PRODUCTION RESEARCH

6 9.2 2

SUSTAINABILITY 6 3.9 3
ANNALS OF OPERATIONS
RESEARCH

5 4.8 3

PHYSICA A STATISTICAL
MECHANICS AND ITS
APPLICATIONS

5 3.3 2

MATHEMATICS 4 2.4 4
PATTERN RECOGNITION 4 8 1
QUANTITATIVE FINANCE 4 1.3 3
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON
VISUALIZATION AND
COMPUTER GRAPHICS

3 5.2 1

INFORMATION SCIENCES 3 8.1 1

Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of published papers in different countries or regions. China, the
United States, and the United Kingdom are the top three countries in terms of the scale of literature
in the specific research field mentioned, and they stand out in terms of both publication and citation
counts. Specifically, the number of citations for publications from China and the United States reached
518 and 1258, respectively, indicating a high level of technological advancement in research on the
application of knowledge graph to enterprise risk.

Figure 3: 10 countries or regions with the most published and cited relevant literature
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3.2.2 Analysis of Key Research Directions

The literature data from the Web of Science database was inputted into the CiteSpace visualization
tool to create a keyword co-occurrence network, which is a standard method for investigating research
hotspots and trends. The keyword co-occurrence network helps reveal the knowledge structure
underlying the research topic. Fig. 4 presents the keyword co-occurrence network of knowledge graph
technology in enterprise risk. Internal nodes represent specific keywords, and the size of the nodes
is proportional to the frequency of keyword occurrence. The thickness of the links between nodes
represents the closeness of the association between the corresponding keywords. From the perspective
of the evolution of keywords over time, this study assigned different colors to corresponding nodes
based on the year of keyword emergence. Darker colors represent keywords that drew attention and
discussion earlier, while lighter colors represent keywords that have received significant attention from
researchers in recent years. Additionally, topic nodes with a purple outline have higher centrality
and correspond to hot topics widely recognized by experts and scholars. Through the analysis of the
development trends of research hotspots, it can be observed that topics such as corporate financial
risk, supply risk, credit risk, fraud, and money laundering risk are the focus at the intersection of
knowledge graph and enterprise risk. The related methods involve techniques such as deep learning,
graph neural networks, and risk propagation analysis.

Figure 4: Knowledge graph and enterprise risk fusion keyword co-occurrence network

4 Design and Construction of Enterprise Risk Knowledge Graph

Focusing on enterprise risk management, the accuracy of risk identification and assessment
requires fine-grained data granularity and comprehensive knowledge dimension in the enterprise
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risk knowledge graph. Therefore, it is more suitable to adopt a top-down approach to construct
the knowledge graph, where domain experts pre-construct the ontology of the knowledge graph and
then utilize pre-processed entities, relationships, and attribute information to complete the graph’s
population and enrichment. The process of constructing the knowledge graph for the enterprise
risk domain is illustrated in Fig. 5. Among them, risk knowledge extraction and fusion are the key
steps in designing and building the knowledge graph. This chapter will focus on introducing the
methods involved in constructing the enterprise risk knowledge graph, objectively and meticulously
comparing the strengths and weaknesses of various technologies. The knowledge reasoning step is then
connected to specific application services of the knowledge graph, which will be analyzed in detail in
the subsequent chapters.

Figure 5: The process of constructing an enterprise risk knowledge graph

4.1 Knowledge Extraction in the Field of Enterprise Risk

Knowledge extraction in the field of enterprise risk is a primary step in constructing a risk
knowledge graph, and the accuracy of extraction directly influences the application performance of
the knowledge graph. Depending on the different objects of knowledge extraction, it mainly includes
risk entity extraction, risk relationship extraction, and risk event extraction.

4.1.1 Metrics for Knowledge Extraction in the Enterprise Risk Domain

Centering on knowledge extraction in enterprise risk, the common evaluative approach involves
the transformation of the knowledge extraction task into a binary classification. The objective
is to ascertain whether the model can accurately extract corresponding risk entities or relations.
Essentially, assessing the model’s extraction performance relies on evaluating the distribution of the
contingency table, derived from the sampled values extracted by the model and the actual labels of the
target samples [10]. To enhance model robustness, numerous researchers have incorporated negative
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examples by generating them through approaches, such as content removal or replacement in the
text. Precision (PRE) focuses on the extraction performance of positive examples, while Accuracy
(ACC) is an indicator designed to simultaneously evaluate the extraction performance of both positive
and negative instances. Recall (REC) examines whether target entities or relationships are overlooked
during extraction, functioning as a measure of sensitivity [11]. F1 score (F1) represents the harmonic
mean of precision and recall, providing a comprehensive assessment of extraction performance. These
metrics offer diverse perspectives and mutually complement each other in evaluating enterprise risk
knowledge extraction. The specific calculation formulas are as follows:

ACC = TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN

(1)

PRE = TP
TP + FP

(2)

REC = TP
TP + FN

(3)

F1 = 2 ∗ PRE ∗ REC
PRE + REC

(4)

where TP (True Positive) denotes the number of correctly extracted samples from the target category,
TN (True Negative) represents the count of non-target category samples correctly classified as non-
target samples. FP (False Positive) indicates the instances where non-target category samples are
mistakenly extracted as target category samples, and FN (False Negative) signifies the cases where
target category samples are erroneously extracted as non-target category samples.

4.1.2 Enterprise Risk Knowledge Extraction Datasets

Knowledge extraction aims to extract information from different sources and structures of data.
The demand for risk information determines the choice of the target dataset, while the quality and
completeness of data in the database potentially impact the evaluation effectiveness of knowledge
extraction tasks. During the period when specialized datasets in the field of enterprise risk were
relatively scarce, many researchers extracted knowledge by selecting relevant information from large-
scale news datasets such as CONLL2003 [12], MSNBC [13], AQUAINT [14], and others. However,
due to the inclusion of redundant information unrelated to the enterprise risk domain in these general
datasets, additional manual effort is required to eliminate irrelevant information before they can
be used for enterprise risk knowledge extraction tasks. The United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) regularly releases prospectuses, serving as a crucial data source for analyzing the
risks of listed companies. It has been utilized by relevant scholars to construct datasets for entity
extraction in enterprise risk [15,16]. News repositories such as Reuters and Yahoo Finance are also
subjects of interest for many researchers. Building upon these sources, researchers have created English
datasets for extracting relationships related to enterprise risk and extracting risk events [17,18]. In
addition, Sharma et al. innovatively employed earning call transcripts (ECT) as a crucial data source
for enterprise risk analysis, leading to the creation of the large-scale relation extraction English dataset,
the financial relation extraction dataset (FinRED) [19].

In the realm of Chinese datasets, large-scale knowledge extraction competitions such as the
big data and computing intelligence (BDCI) and the Chinese conference on knowledge graph and
semantic (CCKS) have effectively propelled the development of research in related fields [20,21].
Simultaneously, annual reports of Chinese listed companies have become preferred data sources for
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researchers. Building upon this foundation, researchers have successively constructed the ChFinAnn
dataset [22] and the DuEE-Fin event extraction dataset, containing over 81,000 event parameters and
92 event types [23]. Kong et al. [24] constructed an enterprise risk relationship extraction dataset from
the financial corpus of Sina Finance News. Wu et al. [25] introduced the fine-grained financial event
extraction dataset CfinNumAttr, which covers 35 categories of corporate-related events such as equity
increase, loss, stock freeze, delisting, and lifting risk warnings. Moreover, specific industry risk datasets
and datasets for minority languages have been consistently emerging [26,27]. We have summarized 16
representative datasets as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Details of the dataset for extracting corporate risk knowledge

Task Dataset name Public/
Private

Format and scale Corpus source Data characteristics

Entity extraction CONLL-2003 [12] Public 41,070 sentences Reuters news Widely utilized and
MSNBC [13] Public 120,000 sentences MSN news facilitates
AQUAINT [14] Public 1000 K documents New York Times

and other news
comparative
assessment, but
necessitates
additional data
screening costs

SEC Prospectus
dataset [15]

Private 5,000 documents The United States
SEC registration
statement

The data format is
relatively regular, yet
it lacks entity
diversity beyond
names

BDCI-2019 [20] Public 17,815 documents Chinese news
sourced from the
internet

A high-quality
Chinese dataset
suitable for sentiment
analysis

Shipping industry
risk dataset [26]

Private 2,612 documents Legal litigation
documents of
Chinese shipping
companies

It fits well with
distinctive risks in the
shipping sector, but
has a limited number
of samples

Relation extraction REFinD [16] Public 28,676 triplets Corporate Reports
filed with the
United States SEC

Diverse relationships
and comprehensive
data annotations,
widely used

TRC2 dataset [17] Private 3,887 sentences Thomson Reuters
text research
collection (TRC2)
corpus

Suitable for
enterprise risk
analysis in the
aviation and
automotive
industries

FinRED [19] Public 6,767 triplets Webhose news and
earning call
transcripts (ECT)
sourced from
Seeking Alpha

Its uniqueness lies in
considering both
financial earnings
call transcripts

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)
Task Dataset name Public/

Private
Format and scale Corpus source Data characteristics

Sina Finance [24] Private 2,167 sentences Corporate news
sourced from Sina
Finance

Involves information
about top-listed
Chinese companies
and has been
formatted into
sentences

Event extraction SENTiVENT [18] Public 6,883 sentences Derived from
Yahoo Finance
News

The event categories
are comprehensive,
yet the sample size is
limited

CCKS-2020 [21] Public 32,793 documents Significant adverse
events such as
financial fraud and
equity freezes

It belongs to
discourse-level text
but contains some
noisy text

ChFinAnn [22] Public 32,040 documents Announcements of
listed companies in
China

Explicit annotations,
albeit relatively
scarce in terms of
event types

DuEE-Fin [23] Public 11,700 documents Chinese financial
announcement

The granularity of
event parameter
annotation is finer
and more specific

CfinNumAttr [25] Public 12,255 sentences Derived from news
corpora by
Straight Flush

Wide variety of event
types, but it is
relatively short in text
length

SentiFM [27] Public 10,345 sentences The data is sourced
from the Financial
Times

Having multilingual
corpora in both
English and Dutch

4.1.3 Entity Extraction in the Field of Enterprise Risk

Risk entity extraction, also known as Risk Named Entity Recognition (RNER), focuses on the
field of enterprise risk. The entity categories are roughly divided into four types [28]: risk management
organizational entities such as regulatory agencies and listed companies; risk management resource
entities such as products and materials; event entities in negative news and public opinion texts;
and risk scenario-related entities such as risk causes, risk consequences, and risk countermeasures.
In the early stages of research, ontology-based approaches and statistical learning methods on
large-scale risk domain corpora were the main patterns for financial entity extraction, laying the
foundation for developing entity extraction research in related domains [15,29]. On this basis, the
combination of the conditional random field (CRF) model and dictionary rules has also become a
choice for scholars [30,31]. This approach is simple, efficient, and suitable for colloquial text corpora.
However, constructing an ontology requires sufficient expert knowledge. The statistical learning-
based entity extraction method also requires pre-processing feature engineering, which takes time
and manpower, and the model performance is affected by the precision of feature identification. To
avoid the tedious process of feature engineering, many scholars have focused on using deep learning
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models to extract enterprise risk entities. Zheng et al. [20] proposed an end-to-end multitask learning
framework and tested entity extraction on a dataset of negative public sentiment in enterprises,
achieving breakthroughs in financial entity extraction. The bidirectional encoder representations
from transformers (BERT), as a representative pre-trained model, has significantly advanced the
development of knowledge extraction. Using the same dataset, Zhao et al. [32] changed the entity
extraction strategy by using the robustly optimized BERT approach (RoBERTa) to extract all entities
in advance, and then matched the key entities sentence by sentence, improving the F1 value of the entity
extraction task to 0.952. For example, some researchers have incorporated self-attention mechanisms
into enterprise risk entity recognition models and proposed the self-attention bidirectional long short-
term memory (SA-BiLSTM) entity extraction model to improve the extraction of easily confused
entities such as abbreviated company names [33]. For the extraction of associated entities in specific
industries, He et al. [27] considered word vector features, word length features, and part-of-speech
features and combined them with contextual features to complete named entity recognition on a
Chinese shipping company dataset, outperforming the performance of the baseline model in the
general domain. To alleviate the problem of constructing large-scale domain feature sets in entity
extraction tasks, Yang et al. [34] trained an attention mechanism model using high-quality entity
examples and large-scale risk domain corpora, achieving high-precision extraction of financial entities
such as enterprises under few-sample conditions. At present, numerous scholars are directing their
research focus toward integrating neural networks with rule-based dictionaries [35] or incorporating
diverse features such as character shapes and strokes to enhance the accuracy of entity extraction in
enterprise risk [36]. As a catalyst for knowledge extraction, the adoption of large language models such
as generative pre-trained Transformer (GPT) has demonstrated remarkable performance in enterprise
entity extraction [37], capturing the attention of researchers from an academic perspective.

In general, rule-based risk entity extraction, while capable of achieving high performance with
high-quality rules, faces challenges in generalizing fixed rules to new corpora. It is more suitable for
small-scale risk entity extraction or extracting information from rule-based materials such as corporate
forms and financial institution documents. We compare and summarize representative techniques for
entity extraction, as illustrated in Table 4. Concerning entity extraction technologies based on machine
learning and deep learning, there still exist vital issues that require focused attention. On the one hand,
the phenomenon of nested entities in Chinese corpora is particularly pronounced in the corporate
risk domain. Nested entities such as “listed company’s R&D department” or “the second quarter of
2017” are susceptible to extraction errors, highlighting the need to improve the ability to determine
entity boundaries. Scholars have been addressing this challenge through techniques such as generative
adversarial training [38] and transfer learning [39], which hold valuable reference significance. On the
other hand, the diverse linguistic expressions for the same entity can impart distinct characteristics,
providing a natural advantage in addressing the phenomenon of polysemy. Generating multilingual
features for entity extraction corpora is not a difficult task, and previous studies have utilized multi-
lingual generation to achieve the goal of data augmentation [40]. Multilingual data augmentation,
by expanding the original sample dataset, emerges as an effective strategy for achieving semantic
enhancement and improving extraction accuracy in the future.
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Table 4: Performance and pros/cons comparison summary of enterprise risk entity extraction research

Study Data source/dataset Method/model Performance Advantage/outcome

Xu et al. [15] Prospectus submitted
to the U.S. Securities
and Exchange
Commission (SEC)

Based on the dictionary
list

PRE: 94.2%
REC: 96.0%
F1: 95.1%

High accuracy and
simple
implementation,
but relies on a
dictionary list

Rule-based PRE: 68.4%
REC: 85.6%
F1: 76.0%

Flexible in defining
text features but
challenging to
handle variable or
ambiguously
expressed text

Zheng et al. [20] 2019 CCF BDCI
dataset

A hierarchical
multi-task learning
framework

ACC: 97.1%
F1: 95.0%

Improving
performance
through
multitasking
learning comes with
the cost of task
over-coupling

He et al. [27] Shipping company
information disclosed
on the websites of the
China Maritime Safety
Administration and
magistrates’ courts

The BERT model
combined with a
bidirectional gated
recurrent unit (BiGRU)

PRE: 92.8%
REC: 90.5%
F1: 91.8%

It alleviates the
challenges of entity
recognition caused
by entity length and
ambiguity, but the
research dataset is
limited to the
shipping domain

Saggion et al. [29] Sourced from the
yahoo finance website
and corporate reports

Ontology and
dictionary list

PRE: 94%
REC: 67%
F1: 81%

High precision but
difficult to
generalize to diverse
datasets

Salinas
Alvarado et al. [31]

CONLL dataset CRF model PRE: 83.3%
REC: 82.4%
F1: 82.9%

Takes into
consideration the
sequential aspects
of the text
effectively, yet
depends on
extensive annotated
data

Zhao et al. [32] 2019 CCF BDCI
dataset

RoBERT model
combined with a focal

F1: 95.3% Incorporating
contextual semantic

2019 CCKS dataset loss function F1: 85.1% features, but with a
high training cost

Yang et al. [33] People’s daily and
encyclopedia corpora

SA-BiLSTM model
combined with transfer
learning

PRE: 83.8%
REC: 84.1%
F1: 84.0%

Overcoming the
issue of sparse data
samples, but
requiring
approximate
domain similarity
between source and
target tasks

(Continued)
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Table 4 (continued)
Study Data source/dataset Method/model Performance Advantage/outcome

Yang et al. [34] Annual reports of
Chinese listed
companies

The joint learning
knowledge graph
attention
(JointL-KGATT)
model

PRE: 85%
REC: 82%

Prudent selection of
a general domain
knowledge base is
necessary to prevent
the introduction of
excessive noise

4.1.4 Relation Extraction in the Field of Enterprise Risk

Risk relation extraction (RRE), as a downstream task of entity extraction, aims to determine
and differentiate the relationships between entities. In the field of enterprise risk, early research
often used template matching methods [41,42] or custom rule algorithms to extract relationships
such as equity and investment between companies [43]. However, such methods are limited by the
subjectivity of template rules and lack good generalizability. With the iteration of relation extraction
techniques, research on machine learning-based enterprise risk relation extraction has been widely
conducted. Financial news serves as the primary data source for enterprise risk relation extraction
and has been used by many scholars for relation extraction research. Nugent et al. [44] collected the
Reuters corporate news dataset and used an optimized support vector machine (SVM) model to extract
enterprise risk relations. Kong et al. [24] introduced the Bootstrapping algorithm based on pattern
matching to extract relationships such as corporate cooperation and affiliation of related individuals
from Chinese financial news, significantly reducing the proportion of annotated financial risk source
data. Deep learning to some extent enables the automation of the process of extracting and combining
multidimensional features of enterprises, becoming the current mainstream approach for enterprise
risk relation extraction. Wichmann et al. [17] focused on supply risk relations between companies.
They used a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) model to extract the ownership relations
between companies and products and the supply relations between companies from news articles,
thereby constructing a preliminary knowledge graph for supply risk assessment. Du et al. [45]
incorporated the Simplified Graph Convolution Network (SGC) into the BiLSTM model, showcasing
superior extraction performance in the product relationship corpus of manufacturing enterprises.
Similarly, Yan et al. [46] used a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) to mine relationships
between enterprise entities, considering both lexical and syntactic features. They achieved an F1 score
of 0.71 on a manually annotated dataset of financial news. Building on this, researchers have combined
the shortest dependency path (SDP) algorithm with the BiGRU model to reduce the impact of noisy
data on extraction accuracy and successfully extract relationships between enterprises and customers
on a custom financial news dataset, achieving an F1 score beyond 0.91 and demonstrating outstanding
relation extraction capabilities [47]. Amid the surge in transfer learning and pre-trained models,
Sun et al. [48] proposed a relation extraction model based on BERT and piecewise convolutional neural
network (PCNN), exhibiting remarkable performance on a self-constructed financial report dataset.
Tang et al. [49] designed a BERT-BiGRU joint entity-relation extraction model to handle overlapping
relationships such as buying and selling, equity, cooperation, and punishment between companies in
the same sentence. Hillebrand et al. [50] similarly proposed the joint extraction model, incorporating a
recurrent neural network (RNN) pooling mechanism to achieve outstanding extraction performance
on a German corporate financial dataset. To overcome the challenges of extracting cross-sentence
relationships in discourse-level texts, many researchers have focused on entity features. Pasch et al. [51]
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incorporated entity connections introduced by prepositions as additional features in the relation
extraction task. They designed corresponding deep-learning models to extract up to 21 common
financial risk relations, such as stockholding and acquisition, achieving an F1 score of 0.726 on the
REFinD public dataset [16]. Qiu et al. [52] conducted experiments on REFinD using the financial
BERT (FinBERT) pre-trained models. The experimental results demonstrated that the latter model
exhibited a slightly higher F1 performance by 0.02. Vardhan et al. [53] used modifiers to vary the entity
labels, enhancing the discriminability of different relationship categories while assigning entity traits,
leading to an improved F1 score of 0.75 on the same dataset. Mao et al. [54] leveraged knowledge graph
representation for encoding textual structural information. They employed Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCN) for embedding entity structures to enhance the performance of relation extraction.
Currently, research on large language models (LLMs) has become a focus of academic attention.
Rajpoot et al. [55] attempted to use a k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm to retrieve the most similar
annotated examples to the target samples. They combined it with LLMs such as GPT4.0 to achieve
financial risk relation extraction under few-shot conditions, providing a compelling technical example
for research on small-sample risk relation extraction.

We summarize the representative studies from the above research in Table 5, conducting a
thorough analysis of the performance and applicability of various technologies. Despite ongoing
efforts by researchers to generate datasets related to enterprise activities in multiple languages [56,57],
the majority of these datasets are in English. The scarcity of diverse language datasets constrains the
analysis and research on enterprise risk. Apart from dataset construction, implementing enhancement
measures like joint embedding of sentence and relation features [58], contrastive learning frameworks
[59], and generative models [60] is crucial for achieving zero-shot or few-shot relation extraction in
enterprise risk. Moreover, the corporate risk domain involves numerous examples of n-ary relation
extraction, such as the scenario where Supplier C simultaneously has supply relationships with both
Company A and Company B. Looking ahead, transforming it into the reading comprehension task is
a potential direction to enhance the performance of n-ary relation extraction in the field of enterprise
risk analysis [61].

Table 5: Performance and pros/cons comparison summary of enterprise risk relation extraction
research
Study Data source/dataset Method/model Performance Advantage/outcome

Wu et al. [42] The public news of listed
companies from 2003 to
2016

Rule-based ACC: 88.9% High accuracy and
interpretability, but
challenging to
generalize to unknown
relationships

Zhao et al. [43] The corpus was
constructed based on
Wikipedia

The CRF model and
custom matching
algorithm

Rec: 92.4% Despite its
effectiveness in
extracting corporate
acquisition
relationships, it is
unsuitable for
simultaneously
extracting diverse
relationships

(Continued)
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Table 5 (continued)
Study Data source/dataset Method/model Performance Advantage/outcome

Nugent et al. [44] Hand-annotated articles
from Reuters News
Archive

Tree Kernel Support
Vector Machine

PRE: 72.6%
REC: 95.0%
F1: 82.3%

Tree kernel functions
can capture syntactic
structural features but
struggle to handle text
with irregular
structures

Kong et al. [24] Chinese news corpus
sourced from Sina Finance

Relationship pattern
matching and patterns of
bootstrapping

ACC: 87.4% Reducing relationship
extraction annotation
significantly, it heavily
depends on the quality
of the initial
annotations

Yan et al. [46] Corpus of corporate news
reported by media
platforms

BiGRU model and
attention mechanism

F1: 71.0% The model exhibits
higher training
efficiency but is
sensitive to text
sequence order

Yang et al. [47] Multisectoral corpus
sourced from Chinese
financial websites

BiGRU model and
shortest dependency path
(SDP) algorithm

PRE: 92.5%
REC: 91.3%
F1: 91.9%

Employing the
shortest path
algorithm between
entities to eliminate
noise, but struggling
with longer entity
separations

Tang et al. [49] Derived from the
annotated dataset of
Oriental Fortune
Information

BiGRU model and
BERT-CRF Model

PRE: 62.0%
REC: 63.3%
F1: 62.7%

Introducing semantic
features of characters
and contextual
sequence features to
address the issue of
polysemy in one go,
with higher training
costs

Pasch et al. [51] REFinD dataset The RoBERT model and
entity tagging strategy

F1: 72.6% The model takes into
account the semantic
features of the
context, but the
overall training cost is
relatively high

Vardhan et al. [53] REFinD dataset The Distil-BERT model
based on knowledge
distillation

ACC: 75.5%
F1: 65.6%

Substantially
downsizing the BERT
model to enhance the
efficiency of relation
extraction, albeit with
a slightly lower F1
score

Rajpoot et al. [55] REFinD dataset The GPT model is based
on a large language model

F1: 71.8% Long-range context
features enable
potential relationship
identification but with
a large parameter
count
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4.1.5 Event Extraction in the Field of Enterprise Risk

Building an enterprise knowledge graph that includes risk event entities requires accurate event
extraction as a prerequisite. Risk event extraction (REE) essentially involves identifying event cate-
gories and extracting event elements from textual event descriptions [62]. It consists of two subtasks:
trigger extraction and argument extraction. Event detection focuses on identifying event trigger words
from event descriptions, while argument extraction aims to identify specific event attributes. In the
initial stages of exploration, researchers employed rule templates or KNN similarity algorithms to
categorize enterprise events and extract event elements [63]. However, these approaches overlooked
the order and context of words, making them sensitive to noise and outliers. Subsequent researchers
introduced kernel functions for extracting corporate state events [26], but the complexity of computa-
tions in high-dimensional space limited their suitability for large-scale datasets. To extract corporate
risk events more efficiently, Liu et al. [64] proposed a hierarchical event extraction model based on
self-attention to capture character-level semantic relations and document-level entity dependencies.
This model successfully extracts common dynamic events in enterprises, such as financing, equity
increase, and personnel changes. Zheng et al. [22] addressed the challenge of extracting target event
elements scattered throughout different sections of paragraphs by abstracting event entities as directed
acyclic graphs. They proposed an end-to-end chapter-level financial event extraction model called
document-to-entity dependency analysis graph (Doc2EDAG), which outperforms previous models
in event extraction accuracy. The cold-start problem refers to the lack of data in a specific domain,
making it difficult to conduct effective research in related fields. Wang et al. [65] addressed the cold-
start problem caused by the scarcity of high-quality risk event data by embedding contextual features
of enterprise announcements using the Transformer-based document-level joint event extraction
(TDJEE) model and leveraging distant supervision. Sheng et al. [21] proposed the SaltyFishes joint
learning framework, which allows the sharing of parameters among event type recognition, event
trigger word identification, and event element recognition modules. They extracted risk events under
small-sample conditions using the CCKS-2020 financial activity dataset and effectively handled cases
of overlapping event elements. To fundamentally alleviate the predicament of the lack of an event
dataset in the corporate risk domain, Wu et al. [25] introduced the fine-grained financial event
extraction dataset CfinNumAttr, which covers 35 categories of corporate-related events such as equity
increase, loss, stock freeze, delisting, and lifting risk warnings. This dataset provides a large-scale
and high-quality data contribution to research on enterprise risk event extraction. Jacobs et al. [18]
constructed a large-scale English event extraction dataset called SENTiVENT based on corporate
news reports. Scholars also built corporate event datasets through the annotation and reprocessing of
open-source datasets [66]. Considering the phenomenon of error propagation between event detection
and argument extraction, Li et al. [67] proposed a unified financial event extraction framework. The
method utilizes the pre-trained BERT model and the multi-layer CNN (MultiCNN) architecture to
hierarchically extract local windows and high-dimensional spatial semantic information, achieving
risk event recognition and element extraction in parallel. They obtained an F1 score of 82.2% on a
self-annotated Chinese financial event dataset. In the corporate risk domain, situations often arise
where multiple events occur simultaneously within the same sentence. To address this, Wan et al. [68]
devised the Chinese financial event relation extraction (CFERE) framework, which accomplishes event
identification through core verb chains and integrates an event core feature embedding layer into the
BERT model, enabling the parallel extraction of multiple events. Regarding the extraction of multiple
events, a burgeoning approach to enhance performance involved pre-annotating and incorporating
event chains into the training model [69].
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Research on event extraction in enterprise risk is divided into pipeline extraction and joint
extraction methods. Representative research summaries are compiled in Table 6. The pipeline extrac-
tion method involves event trigger word recognition and event argument extraction. In contrast,
joint extraction effectively reduces error propagation between subtasks and has become the current
mainstream approach. Extraction based on deep learning models is a hot research topic in this field,
but its interpretability is relatively poor, limiting the development of enterprise risk analysis. Designing
event extraction models that integrate symbolic knowledge with neural networks can effectively
enhance the models’ interpretability and is a topic worth researching in the future. Furthermore,
given that corpora in the field of enterprise risk typically consist of company announcements or news
sentiment, document-level event extraction places higher demands on the complexity of deep learning
models. The fusion of contextual paragraph features with event-specific thematic features in chapter-
level event extraction, and the extraction of overlapping events are research directions that need to be
considered.

Table 6: Performance and pros/cons comparison summary of enterprise risk event extraction research

Method /model name Data Source/dataset Whether joint
extraction

Performance Advantage/outcome

SaltyFishes [21] CCKS-2020 dataset Yes PRE: 84.4%
REC: 96.9%
F1: 88.9%

Effectively resolves
the problem of
overlapping risk
events, albeit with a
relatively complex
model

Doc2EDAG [22] ChFinAnn dataset No PRE: 82.1%
>REC: 71.3%
F1: 76.3%

Implemented
triggerless
extraction but
prone to confusion
with similar events

Substitute with SVM
[26]

SentiFM dataset No PRE: 80%
REC: 71%
F1: 73%

Implemented only
event classification
and is sensitive to
anomalous data

DCFEE [62] The announcement
event originates from
the Sohu Securities
website

Yes PRE: 80.7%REC:
63.4%
F1: 71.1%

Discourse-level
extraction was
achieved, but
number-related
element extraction
performance is
unsatisfactory

KNN [63] Enterprise supply event
corpus

No ACC: 91% Can only categorize
events, unable to
extract elements

TDJEE [65] Corporate
announcements from
Eastmoney

Yes PRE: 72.8%
REC: 64%
F1: 67.9%

Mitigating
dispersed event
attributes entails
increased model
training cost

(Continued)
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Table 6 (continued)
Method /model name Data Source/dataset Whether joint

extraction
Performance Advantage/outcome

MultiCNN [67] Corporate event
corporates from news
websites

Yes PRE: 84.0%
REC: 80.5%
F1: 82.2%

Overcoming the
cascading errors of
pipeline extraction,
but limited to
single-event
extraction within
the sentence

CFERE [68] Corporate news corpus
sourced from Sina
Finance

Yes F1: 84.5% Capable of parallel
extraction of
multiple events, but
with high training
costs

4.2 Knowledge Fusion in the Field of Enterprise Risk

The field of enterprise risk involves complex and diverse information, and different sources and
types of information may have biases and inconsistencies. Knowledge fusion can integrate information
from diverse risk communication channels to reduce the uncertainty of heterogeneous knowledge in
the enterprise risk domain. Specifically, Risk Entity Linking (REL) and Risk Entity Alignment (REA)
are the main tasks of knowledge fusion in the field of enterprise risk.

4.2.1 Metrics for Knowledge Fusion in the Enterprise Risk Domain

For the entity alignment and entity linking tasks in the field of enterprise risk, in addition
to fundamental evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, and F1 score, there have been studies
employing mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and Hits@k as evaluation criteria. The specific calculation
formulas are as follows:

MRR = 1
Q

|Q|∑

i=1

1
ranki

(5)

Hits@k = 1
S

|S|∑

i=1

F (ranki ≤ k) (6)

By recording the model’s predicted results after entity alignment or linking, calculate the reciprocal
rank of the true result in the predicted results as MRR. Here, Q represents the set of true results to
be queried and ranki represents the ranking of the i-th true result in the sequence of predicted results.
Similarly, Hits@k refers to the percentage of correctly aligned or linked results among the top k results.
Here, S represents the set of the first k predicted results, ranki still denotes the ranking of the true result,
and F is the indicator function, taking the value of 1 if the condition is true and 0 otherwise.

4.2.2 Entity Alignment and Entity Linking in the Enterprise Risk Domain

Risk entity alignment, also known as risk entity matching, refers to determining whether entities
from different risk channels refer to the same object and merging risk entities that describe the same
object. Traditional risk entity alignment can be categorized into two types: entity similarity-based
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calculation and relation-based inference [70]. When constructing a knowledge graph for financial
crimes, Suzumura et al. [71] aligned and merged risk entities of companies based on the similarity
of key attributes such as company name, registered address, and registration number. However, it is
difficult to manually create templates that comprehensively cover entity matching in the target domain.
Moreover, if there are input errors in string attribute information such as company or individual
identifiers, it can lead to failed matches of entities for merging. Jean-Mary et al. [72] expanded the
dimensions of similarity matching by introducing synonym dictionaries to assess similarity while
adding semantic contradiction detection to improve the accuracy of entity alignment. To minimize
the cost impact of introducing external dictionaries, Ziv et al. [73] proposed an algorithm for the
automatic matching of enterprise names based on semantic features of synonymous words, eliminating
the necessity of incorporating external information resources as auxiliary support. Compared to entity
similarity-based calculation, the relation-based inference approach for entity alignment uses common
similarity association between entities as the judgment criterion. Peng et al. [74] used the iterative
alignment of highly similar entities and relations as training data, referencing the similarity of rela-
tional structures, and achieved excellent performance on large-scale open-source datasets containing
financial document data, surpassing baseline models. The combination of knowledge graphs and
deep learning complement each other, and emerging deep learning technologies have become a new
choice for risk entity alignment. To address the issue of excessive reliance on similarity measurement
functions in entity similarity-based calculation and relation-based inference, Chen et al. [75] proposed
an enterprise risk domain entity alignment model based on Siamese neural networks. The model
fully learns the character and semantic features of the target entity through BiLSTM models and
computes the matching probability of target entities using cosine similarity. Kruse et al. [76] integrated
a rule-matching mechanism into the BiLSTM model, and experimental results demonstrated that the
combination of these two approaches significantly outperforms singular methods in aligning entities
in the domain of corporate knowledge. Jiang et al. [77] incorporated vector embedding features
representing characteristics of deep learning models with traditional entity character features and
creatively proposed a hybrid entity alignment model combining relation vectors and basic character
features. The aim was to further reduce entity alignment errors, achieving outstanding results on DBP-
WD and DBP-YG financial datasets. The dataset has also been widely utilized by other scholars. For
instance, Lu et al. [78] designed an alignment framework that integrates knowledge graph embedding
and type-matching constraints, achieving notable results. Zhang et al. [79] introduced the edge-coloring
algorithm to consider the similarity of entity neighborhood edges during alignment, further raising
the MRR metric to above 0.9. In addition, there are many entities with fewer than two adjacent entities
in the knowledge graph of the enterprise risk domain, referred to as long-tail entities [80]. Most entity
alignment methods rely on the structural information of the knowledge graph, and the alignment
performance for long-tail entities is poor due to structural sparsity. Employing entity name features
as pre-training vectors opens up the potential to address the long-tail entity alignment bottleneck down
the line [81].

Risk entity linking specifically refers to the process of matching entities extracted from the
enterprise risk knowledge graph, such as companies, organizations, and risk events, with corre-
sponding existing entities in knowledge bases to prevent inconsistencies in the data. The academic
community generally agrees that the entity linking framework includes mention recognition and
entity disambiguation [82]. Although experts and scholars have conducted numerous studies on
general datasets derived from Wikipedia, DBpedia, and others, proposing entity linking models using
different architectural patterns such as graph random walk [83], gradient boosting regression trees
[84], multilayer neural network [85–87] and pattern of integrated knowledge structure [88], there
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is still a need for more in-depth research on entity linking in the field of enterprise risk. Several
researchers used fuzzy matching to link different types of entities in the financial domain, such as
risk companies, products, and associated individuals [89–91]. Unsupervised entity linking based on
dictionary matching and similarity matching requires a high level of data standardization and is not
suitable for describing more complex enterprise risk entities. With the popularization of machine
learning techniques, researchers combined the similarity features of prior knowledge with SVM models
to build enterprise risk knowledge graphs, but the accuracy is comparatively poor [92]. Song et al. [93]
introduced proxy learning techniques to train a similarity classifier between candidate nodes and target
entities, achieving high-precision alignment of enterprise and associated natural person entities. For
the sake of comparability in experimental outcomes, numerous researchers have conducted entity-
linking experiments related to enterprises on large-scale publicly available datasets. Yamada et al. [94]
were pioneers in applying the skip-gram model to the CoNLL dataset for entity linking, achieving
a remarkable accuracy exceeding 93%. Introducing the dynamic contextual augmentation (DCA)
mechanism, Yang et al. [95] enhanced entity linking precision by accumulating entity features at
various positions in the text. On extensive datasets like MSNBC and AQUAINT, which encompass
industry-related news, they reported F1 scores of 93.8% and 88.2%, respectively. Chen et al. [96],
similarly focused on multiple large-scale financial corpora such as MSNBC and CoNLL, integrated
diverse contextual features into neural networks, demonstrating superior performance but facing
challenges in linking shorter or more ambiguous entities. Ding et al. [97] proposed a novel end-to-
end neural entity linking model called JEL. This model uses contextual information and margin
loss to generate entity embedding features, achieving performance advantages over generic entity
linking models on the JPMC-specific dataset. To address potential errors in entity linking caused
by enterprise and job title aliases, Yang et al. [98] designed a supervised algorithm combining
convolutional neural networks (CNN) and cosine similarity for linking, thereby constructing an
enterprise risk knowledge graph. Experimental results showed that the designed entity linking model
achieved excellent performance on the enterprise news and People’s Daily datasets. Overall, developing
enterprise risk entity linking techniques under zero-shot and few-shot conditions is a direction that
existing research urgently needs to focus on. It is also a fundamental approach to alleviating the
data burden in related entity-linking tasks. Additionally, in the field of enterprise risk, there are often
numerous informal short texts or semantically noisy texts. Typically, entity linking performance is
poor, attributed to the upper limits of entity extraction constraining the performance of entity linking.
Hence, the multi-task model for joint entity extraction and entity linking [99] can both avoid error
propagation effects and be a suitable choice for enhancing entity linking performance under conditions
of noisy text in the future. Table 7 summarizes representative research on entity alignment and entity
linking.

Table 7: Comparison summary of enterprise risk entity alignment and entity linking research

Study Task type Data
source/dataset

Method/model Performance Advantage/
outcome

Suzumura et al. [71] Risk entity
alignment

2019 FCA
TechSprint dataset

Federated learning
and graph learning

No quantitative
performance
assessment

Achieving
cross-entity
alignment with
potential
privacy leakage
risks

(Continued)
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Table 7 (continued)
Study Task type Data

source/dataset
Method/model Performance Advantage/

outcome

Jean-
Mary et al. [72]

Risk entity
alignment

2008 OAEI dataset The ASMOV
algorithm and
dictionary list

PRE: 78.7%
REC: 65.2%
F1: 71.3%

The
performance is
highly
dependent on
the quality of
the dictionary

Chen et al. [75] Risk entity
alignment

The corporate
consulting corpus
originates from

MaLSTM model ACC: 78.5%
REC: 87.3%
F1: 83.8%

Suitable for
handling
corpora with

Netease Finance
and Tonghuashun
websites

BiLSTM model ACC: 82.2%
REC: 97.8%
F1: 88.5%

weak
contextual
semantics, but
requiring
extensive
annotation

Jiang et al. [77] Risk entity
alignment

DBP-WD dataset The ensemble
learning

Hits@1: 92.6%
Hits@10: 96%
MRR: 0.939

The integration
of symbolic

DBP-YG dataset framework ESEA Hits@1: 96.4%
Hits@10: 97%
MRR: 0.965

and embedding
features leads
to superior
performance
but falls short
in collective
entity
alignment

Zhang et al. [79] Risk entity
alignment

DBP-WD dataset DNCN model and
edge-coloring

Hits@1: 98.6%
MRR: 0.986

Considering
node and edge

DBP-YG dataset propagation
method

Hits@1: 95.1%
MRR: 0.963

similarity in
entity
alignment,
constrained by
knowledge
graph relation
type imbalance

Parravicini et al. [91] Risk entity linking AQUAINT dataset Unsupervised
learning and graph

PRE: 86%
REC: 86%

Despite being
applicable

MSNBC dataset embedding
mechanism

PRE: 90%
REC: 94%

across diverse
datasets, graph

N3-Reuters dataset PRE:78%
REC: 87%

embedding
lacks tailored
designs for
heterogeneous
graphs

(Continued)
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Table 7 (continued)
Study Task type Data

source/dataset
Method/model Performance Advantage/

outcome

Song et al. [93] Risk entity linking Derived from the
corporate financial
news corpus

Vector similarity
comparison based
on SVM

PRE: 92%
REC: 81%
F1: 86%

The model is
straightfor-
ward yet
overlooks
semantic
connotation
similarity

Yamada et al. [94] Risk entity linking CoNLL dataset
TAC10 dataset
Reuters-128
dataset

Embedding model
based on
skip-gram

ACC: 93.1%
ACC: 85.2%
REC: 59.0%
F1: 61.4%

Fusing word
and entity
features
achieves high
accuracy but
faces
challenges of
ambiguity

Yang et al. [95] Risk entity linking MSNBC dataset
AQUAINT dataset
CWEB dataset
WIKI dataset

Reinforcement
Learning and
DCA Framework

F1: 93.8%
F1: 88.25%
F1: 75.59%
F1: 78.84%

Embedding
dynamic
context for
collective
linking, yet
exhibits
suboptimal
performance
on specific
datasets

Chen [96] Risk entity linking MSNBC dataset
AQUAINT dataset
WIKI dataset

Linking model
based on context
and character
embedding

F1: 91.9%
F1: 86.1%
F1: 76.3%

Satisfactory
alignment for
entities, but less
effective for
shorter and
ambiguous
ones

Yang et al. [98] Risk entity linking People’s Daily and
Encyclopedia
corpora

Word2Vec and
CNN models

ACC: 86.3%
REC: 85.3%

Simple and
efficient yet
struggles with
empty entity
situations

5 The Frontier Application Direction of Knowledge Graph in the Field of Enterprise Risk

According to the division of responsibility subjects in enterprise risk management, the application
of knowledge graph in enterprise risk covers two levels: internal risk control and external risk
supervision. The keyword analysis of Chapter 3 reveals that research on internal control of risks is
concentrated in the directions of financial, supply, and negative public opinion management. On the
other hand, studies on external risk regulation focus on banking credit, fraud, and equity financing
risks. The conceptual framework and application scenarios of inferential techniques in enterprise risk
are illustrated in Fig. 6. This chapter takes the perspective of risk business scenarios to provide insight,
allowing researchers to fully understand how the enterprise risk knowledge graph can unleash its
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potential for knowledge association and inference in diverse application directions. For the evaluation
metrics of the knowledge graph in the task of enterprise risk management, in addition to the PRE,
REC, and F1 metrics mentioned in Chapter 4, the AUC metric is also included, which is the area
under the ROC curve [100]. We have compiled representative research for different business scenarios,
as shown in Table 8.

Figure 6: Enterprise risk knowledge graph reasoning technology and application scenarios

5.1 Internal Control for Enterprise Risk

5.1.1 Financial Risk Control

Financial revenue is a prerequisite for the sustainable operation of an enterprise and provides a
source of funding for its development. Financial risk refers to the problem of poor financial conditions
and funding shortages that a company faces during a specific period [101]. In the management of
financial risk, accounting professionals typically analyze it based on their professional experience.
However, using fixed financial risk calculation formulas for a long time to evaluate a company’s
financial status may result in a disconnect between risk measurement standards and the development
of the socio-economic environment, raising doubts about the accuracy of financial risk assessment.
The knowledge graph can be leveraged to predict a company’s revenue status using rich dynamic
enterprise information. Nigam [102] inferred potential revenue risk events for subsidiary companies
of conglomerates based on the knowledge graph. The risk level of different events and the risk
interdependency between subsidiary companies were evaluated based on visualized risk cluster sizes.
Zhang et al. [103] designed an algorithm for inter-node association rules, employing a recursive asso-
ciation search to uncover financial anomalies and already deregistered companies. In addition, many
researchers have combined knowledge graphs with graph neural networks to optimize the encoding of
multi-type nodes and relationship features from heterogeneous graph data sources. Yang et al. [104]
employed news event vectors as embeddings for node vectors, constructing the Gated Graph Neural
Network (GGCN) model to predict financial risk events such as suspension and restructuring, as
well as shareholder reductions, achieving a precision exceeding 0.92. To comprehensively consider the
impact of different types of relationships on financial risk, Zheng et al. [105] and Zhao et al. [106]
respectively designed the heterogeneous graph attention network (HAT) and the hypergraph neural
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network (Hyper-GNN). These models enhance the initial graph neural network by incorporating
the extraction of relationship features, leading to significant breakthroughs in predicting corporate
bankruptcies. Zhu et al. [107] addressed the difficulty of financial risk assessment for accounting per-
sonnel in small and medium-sized enterprises with incomplete financial information. They constructed
a knowledge graph encompassing various relations such as supply, transactions, and shareholding
between small and medium-sized enterprises. They used the inductive graph representation model
graph sample and aggregate (Graph-SAGE) to aggregate the financial feature information of related
companies. Through clustering algorithms, they identified clusters of companies with revenue loss risk,
demonstrating the application prospects of knowledge graphs in the financial risk assessment.

5.1.2 Business Supply and Competition Risk Control

The logistics responsible person’s illegal procurement, supplier dishonesty, substandard raw mate-
rial quality, and other business supply risks have hidden dangers for the enterprise to suffer significant
losses. Building a supply chain network through a knowledge graph can help enterprises detect
and manage abnormal signs in the logistics supply process as soon as possible. Kosasih et al. [108]
constructed a supply chain knowledge graph to connect discrete enterprises with product entities, to
enhance the visibility of hidden risk associations in the supply chain. Researchers also used knowledge
graphs to conduct risk analysis in the supply process, incorporating attributes such as allocation
proportions of raw materials and the responsible department [109]. Li et al. [110] established a spa-
tiotemporal knowledge graph for the geographic and supply-related associations in enterprises. They
innovatively employed the relationship coevolution learning model co-evolution Learning (CoEvo)
and spatiotemporal graph neural networks to identify weak links in supply stability among enterprises.
Zhang et al. [111] used the method of setting central nodes to simulate trade associations between
enterprises, and based on the balanced multi-label propagation algorithm (BMLPA) community
detection algorithm to mine the trade chain of enterprises. On this basis, they analyzed the instability
risk of the supply chain where the enterprise is located. In response to the problems exposed in the
logistics process of enterprise business, Zhang et al. [112] incorporated business risk events into the
knowledge graph based on node similarity matching, conducted a deep search on the correlation
subgraph of business risk events, and analyzed the adverse consequences and control links caused
by business operation risk factors such as project fund shortage, transportation material damage, and
delayed delivery.

Due to the wide-ranging factors of market risk, market risk events in enterprises have the charac-
teristics of being frequent and high-frequency compared to other risk categories. The involvement of a
knowledge graph effectively compensates for the lack of market risk perception in product marketing
personnel. Many researchers have focused on exploring market competition threats originating
from the same industry. Qin et al. [113] designed an enterprise competition knowledge graph that
includes product information, sales regions, and the scope of business operations. They used predicate
logic rules to analyze the similarity between the scope of business operations, main products, and
sales regions among enterprises. Based on probabilistic soft logic (PSL), they identified potential
competitors that pose risks to the specified enterprise. Similarly, depicting the competitive image of
enterprises in the industry and within the value chain using a knowledge graph has attracted strong
interest from experts and scholars [114,115]. In addition, to help product marketing decision-makers
avoid market volatility and user attrition risks caused by price imbalances, Ramzy et al. [116] used
the semiconductor industry as an example. They designed a knowledge graph to obtain large-scale
customer, product, and order-related information. This enabled them to employ a dynamic pricing
method based on personalized customer and product delivery times, effectively preventing product
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price fluctuations caused by malicious bidding between product customers. As there is a potential
correlation between supply and market risks and geographical space, exploring ways to enhance more
advanced spatiotemporal knowledge graphs is warranted.

5.1.3 Negative Public Opinion Risk Control

Enterprise public opinion is an effective medium for reflecting corporate reputation and public
perception. When faced with negative public opinion, if not appropriately handled by corporate public
relations (PR) personnel, it can lead to brand and reputation crises. The amplification process of
public opinion is driven by various external events, and within it, the risk behavior of enterprises
has a crucial impact on the evolution of risks. Evaluating the sentiment of negative public opinions
with sentiment analysis models and then aggregating enterprise-associated risk scores through the
knowledge graph provides a straightforward approach to achieving risk assessment goals [117],
albeit with the inherent subjectivity of scoring metrics. To reveal the evolution of public opinion
events, existing research applies knowledge graphs to enterprise risk and public relations services,
uncovering the negative elements of public opinion risks associated with enterprises [118]. Some studies
incorporate static knowledge and causal logic into a dual-layer structured causal knowledge graph
to analyze the evolution process of financial emergencies from the perspectives of event evolution
and risk subject associations [119]. In addition, scholars have designed knowledge graphs to integrate
the evolutionary development paths of enterprise public opinion events, and based on this, they have
proposed systematic enterprise public opinion judgment systems [120]. Performing sequence analysis
on risk sentiment data using models like GRU and Transformer, and integrating it with a knowledge
graph to provide feedback on risk features to enterprise nodes, has also become a crucial approach in
enterprise risk sentiment analysis, often reflected through declines in stock prices [121,122].

The evolution of risk events contains causal probabilities between event elements, which drive the
future development trends of the events. Analyzing the causes and negative consequences of public
opinion using the enterprise public opinion causal graph provides an example of applying a knowledge
graph to identify public opinion risk in enterprises. Zhang et al. [123] focused on the embedding
mechanism of graph neural networks and proposed the knowledge graph attention neural networks
(KGANN) model, which is tailored to the structure of the knowledge graph. It significantly enhances
the capability to identify public opinion risk for internet-related events. Furthermore, researchers have
used knowledge graphs and graph propagation algorithms to analyze the common characteristics of
negative public opinion spread from the perspective of risk propagation. They simulated the spreading
process of negative public opinion among related enterprises after its outbreak and developed a public
opinion risk early warning system to provide responsive public opinion emergency services. Nowadays,
with the continuous development of causal graph technology, the ability to assess enterprise public
opinion risk, supported by knowledge graphs, will gradually mature along with the iterations of event
extraction and causal relation extraction technologies.

5.2 External Supervision for Enterprise Risk

5.2.1 Credit Risk Supervision

The adverse effects of enterprise credit risk not only impact the companies themselves but
also result in immeasurable losses for banking institutions. In recent years, many researchers have
been dedicated to using knowledge graph technology to assist banking institutions in assessing the
creditworthiness of enterprises and identifying credit risk. Beydoun et al. [124] designed an ontology
automation construction tool for credit risk knowledge, continuously generating new ontology content
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through transfer learning, thus contributing to the progress of credit risk inference research. For
example, Hong et al. [125] constructed a temporal knowledge graph of negative news and cases
related to enterprises, added attention mechanisms to aggregate higher-order neighborhood node
features, and predicted the probability of credit default risk for small and medium-sized enterprises.
Yang et al. [126] relied on supply chain relationships among small and medium-sized enterprises to
construct a spatiotemporal-aware graph neural network, revealing the transmission effects of credit
default behavior among enterprises. Given that the credit risk of micro and small enterprises is
particularly evident, it has become the focus of researchers and industry professionals. Research on
credit risk management for micro and small enterprises, with knowledge graph as the core, continues to
deepen, and many research achievements have emerged [127,128]. These studies collect data on credit
delinquency of micro and small enterprises through channels such as Internet banking, incorporate
credit attributes such as enterprise working capital, credit limits, and debt limits into a knowledge
graph, and combine the extracted credit relationship graph features with basic credit indicators to
enhance the discriminative ability of models for abnormal credit states. Leveraging heterogeneous
graph networks within the framework of knowledge graph emerges as a potent approach for credit risk
analysis. Mitra et al. [129] built upon traditional random forests, and amalgamated the heterogeneous
topological features identified by the relational graph neural network (RGCN) for enterprise nodes,
achieving an accuracy rate of 92%. Song et al. [130] encoded equity and supply chain information
in matrices and embedded them into a hypergraph convolutional network, proposing the multi-
structure cascade graph neural network (MS-CGNN) to enhance the prediction accuracy of corporate
credit defaults. Wang et al. [131] focused on mining default behaviors related to bonds, extended
the convolutional layers regarding the principles of the temporal convolutional network (TCN) and
introduced a residual connection mechanism. This design, known as event logic graph temporal
convolutional network (ELG-TCN), aimed to predict subsequent causal events in bond defaults while
preventing the loss of early historical information during the transmission process. Alam et al. [132]
formulated loan default risk prediction as a classification problem within the space of knowledge graph
embeddings, using a hybrid approach of knowledge graph and machine learning that balances the
accuracy and interpretability of enterprise loan default prediction. While credit risk prediction based
on neural networks achieves high accuracy, it often lacks interpretability. Combining K-core analysis
with graph propagation algorithms, Xue et al. [133] aimed to comprehensively explain the process
of risk diffusion by simulating the trend of risk spreading, revealing the context of risk changes and
their evolution. In addition to loan default behavior, fraudulent loan applications by enterprises also
have a detrimental impact on banking institutions. The scalable information association capability
of the knowledge graph aligns with the clustering of fraudulent credit enterprises, leading to the
emergence of related research [134]. It is believed that incorporating community clustering algorithms
into graph neural networks will gradually become the key technology for financial institutions to carry
out enterprise credit risk supervision.

5.2.2 Major Violation Risk Supervision

Significant violations in enterprises include fraudulent activities, money laundering, tax violations,
and audit fraud in their business operations. To gain illegal benefits, the methods of corporate financial
fraud have become increasingly covert, and the continuous emergence of modern financial fraud
techniques has made traditional anti-fraud measures increasingly unsustainable. Mao et al. [135]
established an enterprise fund association graph using transaction amount, transaction quantity, and
transaction category between enterprises. They mixed the topological characteristics of enterprise
entities with financial indicator features as the data source for machine learning models. They verified
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that the topological attributes of enterprises embodied in the graph can effectively improve the identi-
fication accuracy of traditional machine learning models for financial fraud behavior. Wen et al. [136]
focused the association perspective on the social intersection relationship among enterprises with
familiar senior executives and generated a robust financial fraud detection model by comparing the
performance differences of various machine learning classification methods. Li et al. [137] opted
for the Heterogeneous Graph Transformer (HGT) model, tailored for heterogeneous graphs, over
homogeneous graph neural networks. This shift was made with the intention of more effectively
maintaining the dependency features between nodes and relationships, resulting in a fraud detection
accuracy metric approaching 80%.

Compared to the aforementioned violations, fraud cases involving collusion between enterprises
and auditing organizations are more covert, posing severe challenges to the investigation of audit
fraud by judicial authorities. Wu et al. [138] designed an audit information knowledge graph based on
real audit opinion reports of listed companies. They organically integrated the tripartite relationship
between enterprises, auditing organizations, and auditors. Based on this, they proposed a knowledge
graph inference framework using the semantic and functional equivalence (SFE) path search method.
Starting from non-compliant enterprises and auditors, they simulated the spread of risks and verified
through data analysis that auditors suspected of fraud were highly likely to continue working for
fraudulent companies even after changing their job locations. In the case of tax violations, which
account for a higher proportion of non-compliance behavior, it has also become a research hotspot for
applying knowledge graphs to non-compliance risk areas. Zheng et al. [139] constructed an enterprise
association graph based on media such as emails and legal entities and evaluated the probability of
the first occurrence and repeated occurrence of tax violations in risky enterprises using probabilistic
credibility indicators. Additionally, because implicated enterprises may not directly engage in fraudu-
lent activities but are responsible for concealing illegal gains from fraud, identifying and investigating
enterprise money laundering activities can be challenging. Researchers have started using knowledge
graph technology to associate asset transfers and criminal activities between enterprises, to identify
high-risk enterprises involved in abnormal asset transfers [140,141]. The integration of heterogeneous
graph representation learning with multi-channel features has become a recent technological focus.
Designing diverse graph feature learning mechanisms for legal risks such as corporate litigation and
non-compliance, as well as inter-enterprise association information, may become an essential direction
for further advances in applying knowledge graphs.

5.2.3 Supervision of Risks Related to Equity Financing

The complex relationships of cross-shareholdings, indirect shareholdings, and equity acquisitions
between enterprises make it increasingly difficult for regulatory agencies to scrutinize corporate
equity financing. In the early stages of knowledge graph development, many researchers utilized the
multi-level knowledge association capabilities of knowledge graph to analyze corporate shareholding
relationships and automate the discovery of risk pathways. Based on this, they built intelligent systems
for retrieving and associating equity risk [142,143]. Researchers also performed in-depth equity risk
analysis to precisely determine the ownership proportions among different enterprises and ensure
control within manageable bounds. They introduced the Tarjan algorithm, based on depth-first
traversal trees, to uncover the ultimate controllers of risky enterprises [144]. Taking equity controllers
as initial nodes and backtracking through layers to deduce equity control pathways has become the
primary approach to identifying the actual controllers of companies, laying the technical foundation
for subsequent in-depth research. With the rise of temporal graph representation learning techniques,
Yang et al. [98] constructed a dynamic graph of equity change, extracted domain event features of
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the target entities to be predicted using a multi-relational neighborhood aggregator. They employed
a ResNet-based dynamic knowledge graph reasoning method to dynamically predict unknown risk
events triggered by equity changes in enterprises. Bellomarini et al. [145] analyzed the risks of foreign
acquisitions of corporate equity in different graph formations and evaluated the proportion of equity
holdings that endangered companies need the government to increase, to protect strategic enterprise
equity from foreign capital acquisitions. This has universal significance for the advancement of
knowledge graph research in the field of corporate equity risk management. Indeed, substantial
progress has been made in the analysis of equity association risks in past knowledge graph research.
However, for such research to be widely implemented in intelligent regulatory platforms, there is a
need to continuously iterate the efficiency of equity penetration and risk propagation algorithms to
handle large clusters of equity associations, while considering fine-grained properties such as equity
structure and quotas to enhance the evaluation level of equity association risks.

Table 8: Summary of crucial knowledge graph applications in enterprise risk research

Application scenario Critical triplet Core literature work Advantage/outcome

Method Performance

Enterprise bankruptcy
risk prediction [105]

1© (Enterprise, Hold,
Shareholder); 2©
(Enterprise, Serve,
Chairman);

HAT model utilizing
heterogeneous
neighborhood encoding
and attention
mechanism

0.749 PRE, 0.627 REC,
and 0.643 F1 on the
13,489 corporate
samples

The HAT model
has strict
requirements for
the definition of
metapaths

Identifying corporate
clusters at risk of loss
[107]

1© (Enterprise,
Cooperate, Enterprise);

2© (Enterprise,
Transact, Enterprise);

3© (Enterprise, Hold,
Enterprise)

Classifying enterprises
at risk of loss based on
the Graph-SAGE
model and k-means++
clustering algorithm

0.92 PRE, 0.90 REC
and 0.91 F1 on the
12,135 corporate
samples

GraphSAGE excels
in precision on this
dataset but neglects
higher-order
information in the
enterprise network

Detecting enterprises
prone to unstable risks
in the supply chain
structure [108]

1© (Supplier, Supply,
Enterprise); 2©
(Enterprise, Product,
Production); 3©
(Enterprise, Locate,
Region)

Applying GNN for link
prediction to uncover
missing unstable areas
in the supply chain

Approximately 0.87
AUC and 0.81 F1 on
the Marklines dataset

Superior results
across
multi-industry
datasets, limited to
single-predicate
logic in data sources

Anticipating
competitive risks
through enterprise
supply chain
forecasting [110]

1© (Enterprise,
Affiliation, Industry);

2© (Enterprise, Located
in, Region); 3©
(Enterprise, Supplies,
Enterprise)

Utilizing relationship
coevolution learning
model (CoEvo) and
spatiotemporal graph
neural networks

0.768, 0.811, and 0.804
ACC on
manufacturing,
wholesaling, and
retailing datasets

While effective in
inferring
competitive risk
relationships, it
lacks quantifiable
risk differentiation

Inference of potential
competition risk for
enterprises [113]

1© (Enterprise,
Business, Business
scope); 2© (Product,
Similarity, Product); 3©
(Enterprise, Product,
Product name)

Embedding industry
features based on
Siamese BERT and
employing PSL rules
for inference

0.75 Hits@5, 0.90
Hits@10 and 0.88 F1
on 20,168 financial
news articles

Effectively
identifies
competitive risks,
but cosine similarity
calculations neglect
product polysemy

(Continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
Application scenario Critical triplet Core literature work Advantage/outcome

Method Performance

Identifying types of
corporate sentiment
risk events [123]

1© (Enterprises,
Occurrence, Opinion
event); 2© (Enterprises,
Sharehold,
Shareholders); 3©
(Public opinion event,
Amount, Amount
value)

Integrated model
KGANN with
diversified features
generated by TransE
and Word2Vec

0.845 PRE and 0.824
REC on the public
sentiment risk warning
dataset

TransE struggles to
handle symmetric
relations, and there
is scope for
improving its
efficiency

Identification and
control of credit default
risk [125]

1© (Enterprise,
Occurrences number,
News Summary); 2©
(Enterprise,
Occurrences number,
Punishment case); 3©
(Enterprise, Position,
Executive)

Leveraging TransE for
enterprise node
features, integrated into
a BiLSTM model to
predict likely default
events

0.826 AUC
performance on the
81,837 corporate
samples

Thriving on ample
datasets, yet facing
hurdles with TransE
in managing
symmetric relations

Credit default risk
prediction for small and
micro enterprises [129]

1© (Enterprise,
Ownership, Holding
group); 2© (Enterprise,
Associate, Person); 3©
(Enterprise, State,
Default situation)

Embedding node
features with RGCN,
utilizing random forests
for default risk
prediction

0.92 ACC, 0.92 AUC
and 0.94 F1-score on
the 5,477 corporate
samples

Although accurate,
the dataset is not
large enough and
lacks consideration
of sentiment
features

Primary focus on
default risk prediction
for listed companies
[130]

1© (Enterprise, Supply,
Supplier); 2©
(Enterprise, Equity
invest, Enterprise); 3©
(Enterprise, Equity
invest, Individual)

Adopting
Multi-Structure
cascaded graph neural
network framework
MS-CGNN and
extracting hypergraph
features

0.944 ACC, 0.93 F1,
and 0.89 REC on 5,195
samples of enterprise

Outstanding
performance on this
dataset, but training
costs are high for
multilevel graph
neural networks

Detecting and
investigating
enterprises with audit
anomaly risks [135]

1© (Enterprise, Employ,
Audit firm); 2© (Audit
firm, Employee,
Auditor); 3© (Auditor,
Audit opinion,
Enterprise)

Proposing a path
search algorithm based
on SFE (sub-feature
extraction) to trace
fraud propagation and
explore fraud samples

Fraud detection
achieves ACC of 0.797
and AUC of 0.758 on
the 49,490 samples

No need for
complex model
training, but
extracting
topological features
requires careful
attention to feature
engineering

Detecting corporate
fraud risk in financial
reports [137]

1© (Enterprise, Employ,
Audit firm); 2© (Audit
firm, Employee,
Auditor); 3© (Auditor,
Audit opinion,
Enterprise)

Utilizing the HGT
model to preserve
features of
dependent-relationship
in the heterogeneous
graphs for fraud
detection

0.851 AUC and 0.8
ACC on 3,921 samples
of enterprise

Strong analysis
capabilities for
heterogeneous
graphs but
overlooks the
varying impact of
different relations

(Continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
Application scenario Critical triplet Core literature work Advantage/outcome

Method Performance

Detecting companies
with skewed equity
structures and
concealed reporting
[144]

1© (Enterprise, Legal
person, Personnel); 2©
(Person, Hold shares,
Enterprise); 3©
(Investor, Invest,
Enterprise)

Probing equity risks
through ownership
penetration, percentage
calculation, and
financial capital system
analysis

Second-order
correlation queries for
every 10 samples take
less than 0.6 s

Identifies abnormal
equity companies
but lacks
future-oriented
equity risk inference

6 Opportunities and Challenges Faced by the Application of Knowledge Graph in the Field of Enterprise
Risk

Knowledge graph technology has penetrated all aspects of enterprise risk management, but at
the current stage, there are still many technical deficiencies and application challenges that need to be
addressed. This section will focus on analyzing the problems faced by existing research and provide
feasible suggestions for the following research direction.

6.1 The Extraction Method of Enterprise Risk Knowledge Needs Improvement

Risk knowledge extraction is a prerequisite for enterprise risk assessment and prediction work,
but there is still room for improvement in terms of data annotation costs and extraction accuracy.
At present, the mainstream knowledge extraction methods in enterprise risk rely on deep learning
models, which require pre-labeling of corpus labels and constructing a dataset suitable for model
training, and have high requirements for time and labor costs. Therefore, adopting transfer learning
or semantic enhancement for low-resource knowledge extraction holds promise for the future. For
instance, Dong et al. [146] employed label perception as auxiliary information to enrich the semantic
richness of small-sample corpora, Singh et al. [147] applied large language models for cross-language
transfer learning, and Hazem et al. [148] designed a transfer learning model that takes into account
both cross-disciplinary and cross-language considerations. At the same time, there is an urgent need to
establish a large-scale multilingual enterprise risk knowledge base to address resource scarcity issues.
Secondly, the accuracy of extracting risk entities and relationships at the document level needs to be
improved. Due to the flexibility of Chinese expression, much semantic information containing value
is scattered in different paragraphs of the entire text, making it challenging to capture traditional
risk knowledge extraction models. Recent research results demonstrate that employing heterogeneous
graph attention to extract word-level, mention-level, and entity-level graphs can significantly enhance
document-level knowledge extraction performance [149], offering a promising solution in enterprise
risk. Events are the core driving force behind the evolution of enterprise risk, and event-based risk
knowledge extraction methods have also fallen into technical bottlenecks. As the pressing issue in
event extraction revolves around the challenge of overlapping events, the novel approach involves
transforming event extraction into a grouping matching task [150]. This is accomplished by unraveling
overlapping event trigger words and arguments, classifying them using a scoring mechanism, and then
recombining them to create a comprehensive roster of events.
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6.2 Exploring the Risk of Sudden Unexpected Events Needs to Be Expanded

The field of enterprise risk involves various risk categories, and knowledge graph technology has
been applied to different risk domains. However, there are still some insufficiencies in exploring risks
related to policy resistance, casualty accidents, force majeure risks caused by significant emergencies,
financial exchange rate risks, and other sudden emergency risk factors. The relationships among
companies, such as investments, trades, and competition, tend to remain stable over a certain
period. Typically, even with changes in these relationships, the induced adverse effects remain within
manageable bounds. However, risks generated by sudden emergency factors are closely related to
dynamic events in society and involve various uncertainties, making it more demanding to grasp the
patterns of their development. The multitude of external events and factors makes it more appropriate
at this stage to focus on a detailed assessment of sudden risks through the analysis of the single
dimension, rather than directly employing a knowledge graph for an all-encompassing analysis of
business scenarios. Despite the scarcity of research on enterprise sudden risk management, particularly
concerning policy resistance and casualty accident risks, valuable studies in these domains merit
attention. Wang et al. [151] employed a knowledge graph to deduce the unforeseen risks faced by
mobile payment enterprises, while Xia et al. [152] combined a knowledge graph with the policy
sentiment analysis (PSA) model to analyze the impact risks of contingency environmental policies.
Moreover, monitoring casualty risks in heavy industrial enterprises can involve spatial simulation
analysis through remote sensing technology and three-dimensional geographic information systems
[153]. The simulated graphical information is then transmitted for knowledge graph modeling,
incorporating risk node mining using the graph convolutional network (GCN). By employing the
above-mentioned methods, achieve early warning of sudden risk events and formulate contingency
plans, gradually expanding the application scenarios of knowledge graph technology in sudden risk
management for enterprises.

6.3 The Real-Time Performance of Enterprise Risk Prediction Needs to Be Strengthened

Enterprise risk is not static and will continue to develop over time. However, there is still room
for deep exploration in applying knowledge graphs to temporal risk prediction-related technologies.
Many researchers integrate time elements into the knowledge graph, forming a temporal knowledge
graph with four tuples as the basic unit. Existing research usually uses graph embedding to quantify
the semantic association features stored in the knowledge graph, completing the temporal knowledge
graph inference for risk inference purposes, or integrating graph feature vectors into downstream deep
learning models to complete risk prediction tasks. However, existing research has a relatively broad
prediction range for risk-triggering time zones, failing to achieve refined risk time node prediction,
and lacking consideration of the attenuation effect of risk level over time, resulting in the real-time
enterprise risk prediction model incorporating artificial intelligence technologies such as knowledge
graph not being widely used in the industry. Tense knowledge graph reasoning models such as time-
guided recurrent graph network (TiRGN) [154] and relation-entity twin-interact aggregation (RETIA)
[155] have emerged successively. The former enables dynamic modeling along a timeline by capturing
historical factual features to learn representations of entities and relationships. The latter captures
location-related constraints by modeling the structural information of hyperrelations and temporal
dependencies. Modeling historical risk events within enterprises using time-series knowledge graph
technologies such as TiRGN and RETIA, and subsequently predicting the temporal risk trends of
enterprises, is a worthwhile and practical direction.
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6.4 Enterprise Intelligent Risk Warning Platform Needs to Be Developed

Although there are currently pilot intelligent platforms and enterprise-level projects in enterprise
risk management using knowledge graph technology, there are deficiencies in the completeness of
platform functions, applicability in risk areas, and the scale of platform operations at multiple levels.
The existing application projects that combine knowledge graphs with the field of enterprise risk are
mainly aimed at banking institutions, providing identification and monitoring services for enterprise
credit risks. Risk analysis platforms for internal financial risk warning, market risk monitoring, and
negative public opinion management are usually limited to data collection and indicator analysis
services or view knowledge graphs as visual analysis tools, rather than relying on the semantic and
topological features of knowledge graph as the core to achieve prediction of unknown risk events and
forward-looking knowledge deduction. Given the above issues, it is necessary to develop ontology
construction tools similar to Learn2Construct [156] and build large-scale knowledge graph automatic
reasoning models using a hierarchical architecture and an active recursive reasoning mechanism, akin
to Vadalog [157]. Building upon this foundation, researchers and enterprise managers can enable
the service platform to automatically construct risk ontologies and knowledge graphs based on
risk requirements, facilitating real-time risk reasoning services. At the same time, it is necessary to
accelerate the cultivation of high-level talents in the field of knowledge graph and assist enterprise
managers in completing the full cycle risk management of risk identification, risk assessment, and risk
control.

7 Conclusion

Enterprise risk management is a necessary link to ensure stable operation and sustainable
development of enterprises. However, due to uncertainty factors such as the large scale of risk
information, complex risk characteristics, and random and diverse risk evolution paths, traditional
enterprise risk management methods are increasingly difficult to sustain. The knowledge graph
has superior heterogeneous information processing capabilities, enabling structured storage and
correlation inference of fragmented enterprise risk information. Researchers have widely applied
knowledge graph technology to the field of enterprise risk management and achieved significant results
in numerous risk management business scenarios. This review systematically compares and analyzes
the construction techniques and challenges of enterprise risk knowledge graphs, while illustrating how
knowledge graphs can be applied to enterprise risk management from the perspective of application
scenarios. Furthermore, suggestions for improvement and measures are proposed to address the
shortcomings in existing research. Addressing the low-resource challenges faced by risk knowledge
extraction through the generative artificial intelligence technology, achieving real-time monitoring of
enterprise risk factors through dynamic knowledge graphs, and integrating knowledge extraction with
risk traceability to establish the systematic service for an intelligent system are areas that require further
exploration in research. These aspects also outline the future research scope of our work.
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